Item No.

SCPD/SCP2D/SND/SN2D

Sure-Grip®

DOTTED
Gloves

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS:
PVC coating resists oils, chemicals, and many
acids and is a good alternative to latex
Gloves are hand-to-hand reversible for increased
glove life.
Choice of cotton/poly blend or nylon
Seamless comfort means no annoying seams to
rub against skin, plus gloves conform to hands.
Combination of seamless knit with PVC dots
provides excellent grip and flexibility.

SCPD

Washable
APPLICATIONS:
Wet/dry material handling
General purpose/maintenance
Parts handling
Assembly
Warehousing
Fabrication
Automotive
Construction

Show your colours, on our
String Knit Gloves.

SURE-GRIP®
Dotted Gloves
Our Sure-Grip® seamless-knit gloves have over five-hundred PVC grip dots cured to the
surface for an outstanding abrasion resistance and excellent grip on wet or dry surfaces.
Available in a choice of yarns. Cotton and polyester blend offers cooler comfort, while the
natural color hide stains better. Our nylon version is a tough, hard-wearing material that
does not soak up water, oil or other liquids and hence do not get heavy when wet. Both
styles come with one (for maximum comfort) or both (for longer glove life) sides coated, and
are hand-to-hand reversible. And, for custom-printed gloves that showcase your company
logo and colors, speak to a representative for information on custom glove screening.
Customize for company pride!
SCPD
SCP2D
SND
SN2D

Sure-Grip® one-side dotted, cotton/polyester, natural colour, 64 grams/pr, Sizes XS-XL
Sure-Grip® both sides dotted, Cotton/Polyester, Natural colour, 74 grams/pr, Sizes XS-XL
Sure-Grip® one-side dotted, nylon, white, 68 grams/pr, Sizes S-XL
Sure-Grip® both sides dotted, nylon, white, 80 grams/pr, Sizes S-XL

Whether you are thinking of 500 or 50,000
dozen, a printed pair of gloves is a great way to
promote your company or safety
message. Our graphic design
department can work with your
existing artwork, or can custom
design an image or message to
suit your company’s needs.

For Ordering Info or Questions:
Phone (519) 853-1920
Toll Free (800) 265-7617
www.superiorglove.com

Fax (519) 853-4496
Email sales@superiorglove.com

